DEN LEADERS
COURAGE: JULY 2011 CUB THEME
Core Values & Character Connections (know-commit-practice):
Courage: Doing what is right regardless of how hard it is or what the consequences are. Cub Scouts will
learn that courage means to be brave and do what is right, no matter what their friends are doing.
EDGE (explain, demonstrate, guide, enable) leader skill to be taught in class this month:
Nutrition: While looking at the new food pyramid, talk about the various food groups & number of
recommended servings per day of each group. Each handbook for the boys has an achievement related
to nutrition. Brainstorm fun ways to teach about food groups & nutrition. Play Food Group Relay (Cub
Roundtable Planning Guide pg. 62). It is important for leaders to become a good example. Ask leaders
to share ideas for den meeting snacks & refreshments that are nutritious, delicious, & easy to make.

Supplementary Meetings
Tiger
I
J
K
L

Plans
Go See It: See a Performance
Visit Bike Repair Shop, & Take
a Bike Ride with Adult Partner
Go See It:
Go to Work
Feed the Birds

Requirements/Electives
Do: Elective 36 (with family/den go see a play/musical performance)
Do: Elective 38 (visit a bike repair shop),
Elective 37 (take a bike ride with your adult partner)
Do: Elective 39 (visit the place where your adult partner/or
other adult works)
Do: Elective 32 (make bird feeder & hang it outdoors)

Supplementary Meetings
Wolf
I

Plans
Make It Yourself

J

Machine Power

K

Be an Artist

L

Grow Something

Bear
K

Plans
Farm
Animals
(Field Trip)
Swimming*
*

Requirements/Electives
Do: Electives 3C (make & use a bench fork), 3D (make a door stop),
3E (make something else)
Do: Elective 8A (name & use of 10 kinds of trucks, construction or farm
machinery), 8B (help adult do job using a wheel & axle), 8C show how to
use a pulley), 8D (make & use a windlass)
Do: Elective 12B (tell a story in 3 steps by drawing 3 cartoons)
12C (mix primary colors to get secondary colors) 12F (make poster)
Do: Elective 15E (visit botanical garden or other agricultural exhibition)

Supplementary Meetings

L

M

Boats**

N

American
Indian Life

O

Build a
Model

Requirements/Electives
Do: Elective 16A (take care of a farm animal), 16B (name & describe 6 kinds of farm
animals & their common uses), 16C (read a book about farm animals & tell den
about it), 16D (with family/den visit livestock exhibit at county or state fair)
Do: Electives 19ABCDE, Swimming Belt Loop
***Using this plan requires completion by the leader(s) of Safe Swim Defense
Training. (See http://olc.scouting.org/)***
Do: Electives 5ABCDE
***Using this plan requires completion by the leader(s) of Safety Afloat Training.
(See http://olc.scouting.org/)***
Do: Elective 24A (find the name of the American Indian nation that lives/lived where
you live, learn about these people), 24B (learn, make equipment, & play 2 native
American games with den. Tell the rules, who won, & the score),
24C (learn about American Indian shelter (past & present), make a model of one kind,
compare yours with the kinds others in your den made)
Do: Achievement 21E (go & see a model of a shopping center or new building that is
on display somewhere)
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Patches: Water Conservation & Garden Park, Wheeler Historic Farm, This is the Place Heritage Park, Historical & Pioneer Walk,
Fort Douglas Patriotic Walk
Belt Loops: Nutrition, Art, Good Manners, Bicycling, Swimming
1. Shaping Your Family Identity
2. Developing Personal Skills
3. Building a Family Team
4. Connecting with your Community
5. Facing Family Challenges

FUN FOR THE FAMILY
C-Family Ancestors, F-Family Reunion, N-Milestone Celebration
Q-Talent Show
I-Follow the Leader
I-Fire Hydrant Care
M-Pet Memories, O-Problem Solver

KISMIF: Keep it simple, make it fun! Make up your own themes! Since the months are divided into the
character connections, make up a theme to go with it and carry it out through the month. I chose Cowboy/ Western to
go with the Core Value of Courage (as well as the local Utah state holiday of Pioneer Day). You could incorporate
heroes, space, or anything that would appeal to your group of boys.

Gathering/ Opening:

Code of the West
(from "Cowboy Ethics: What Wall Street Can Learn from the Code of
the West" by James P. Owen)
Printed from busybeekidsprintables.com Printed from busybeekidsprintables.com

1. Live each day with courage.
2. Take pride in your work.
3. Always finish what you start.
4. Do what has to be done.
5. Be tough, but fair.
6. When you make a promise, keep it.
7. Ride for the brand.
8. Talk less and say more.
9. Remember that some things aren't
for sale.
10. Know where to draw the line.
Make your own vest:
Make your own vest is more of an activity than it is a game. You will need Brown paper bags (grocery bags),
Scissors and Paint or Markers. Cut the bag down the middle on one side for the vest opening. Cut the sides
for arm openings. Trim the bottom of the bag to fit the Childs height and the top to fit comfortable around the
Childs neck. Now the “Cowboy Vest” is complete. Have them decorate (color) their vests. This is fun and it
is something they can take home with them. If you are doing this in school setting finger paint works great.
Things needed:
1. Brown Paper Bags
2. Scissors
3. Paint or Markers
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4th of July Word Search
Baltimore Area Council

Congress
England
Freedom
King
Maryland
New York
Pennsylvania
States

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Connecticut
Delaware
Fireworks
Flag
Georgia
July
Liberty Massachusetts Bay
New Hampshire
New Jersey
North Carolina
Parade
Rhode Island South Carolina
Taxes
United
Virginia

Flag Quiz
Great Salt Lake Council
The flags of what five countries flew over our country before it became the USA?
What was the English flag of the 13 colonies called?
When the colonists decided on a flag of their own, what did they call it?
How did it differ from the Queen Anne flag?
What was the name of the flag made after the Declaration of Independence?
How did the flag differ from the Grand Union flag?
What was the most strips the American flag had during the War of 1812 and why?
Why was the flag changed back to 13 stripes?
When the U.S. flag is folded properly, what part of the flag is showing?

How many stars and stripes did the flag have when Francis Scott Key wrote “The Star Spangle
Banner?”
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

When did the U.S. flag get its fiftieth star?
How is the flag saluted?
When carried in a parade with other flags, where should the U.S. flag appear?
Who was the astronaut that placed the U.S. flag on the moon?
On Memorial Day, the flag is flown at half-mast until noon. True or False?

Answers:
Spain, France, Holland, Sweden, England 2. Queen Anne Flag 3.Grand Union Flag
4. 13 strips of red & white 5. Old Glory 6. The Union blue with 13 stars instead of the crosses of St.
George & St. Andrew 7. 15 stripes, 2 more states were added 8. The flag was loosing its shape and beauty
9. The blue field 10. 15 stripes & 15 stars 11. July 4, 1960 12. By uniformed personnel using
organization’s hand salute. By person not in uniform, right hand over their heart. If wearing a hat, place
over heart 13. In front center of the marching line of flags 14. Neil Armstrong 15. True

Cub Grub & Crafts: busybeekidscrafts.com
Mini Indian Corn
Not only are these Mini Indian Corn really easy to make, they're also really yummy to eat! These are
made with simple items found at your grocery store!
Ages: 4 and Up

Here's what you'll need...
• Rectangular Graham Crackers (we used the kind that break into
3 crackers)
• Chocolate icing
• Reece's Pieces (one pack will make about 4 corn)
• Yellow muffin liners (one for each corn)
• Glue

Here's how you make them...
1.
Spread chocolate icing on the graham cracker.
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2. Press your Reese's Pieces into the icing, cover the entire graham cracker.

3. Flatten your muffin cup, then fold it in half.
4. Place your corn in the center of the folded muffin cup (folded side down), fold over one side...
5. ...then fold the other side, and put a dab of glue to hold the muffin cup together.
If you're doing this craft with young children, you may choose to let the icing and Reese's Pieces "set"
before you place them into the muffin cups. If the icing and candy haven't hardened into place they
may shuffle around a bit if they are handled

Foot Print Horse
This Foot Print Horse Craft is an easy craft for preschoolers on up. This works great as a farm animal
craft, cowboy craft, or just for a horse lover!
Ages: 3 and Up

Here's what you'll need...
• Construction paper
• Yarn
• Glue
• Scissors
•Google eyes, optional

Here's how you make it...
1.
Trace and cut out a foot print on piece of construction paper (a foot with a shoe makes a
better shape for the horses head). You will also need to cut out long triangle, with the tip
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cut off (for the neck), and two triangle ears.

2. Glue your horses neck, head and ears onto a piece of construction paper. Part of the
bottom of the neck will hang over the edge of the paper, just trim off the excess.

3. Glue on your google eyes, if you don't have any you can just draw on eyes with a marker. Cut 1" pieces
of yarn, and glue them all the way along the horses neck and head to make his mane!

Tepee Village
This Tepee Village Craft is an easy and fun way to learn about Native American Culture! This collage is
made with simple materials found around the house!
Ages: 4 and Up

Here's what you'll need...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction paper
Toothpicks (3 for each Tepee)
Markers or crayons
Glue
Scissors
Cotton ball

Here's how you make it...
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1.Prepare your paper. Cut a strip of green paper, for the grass, and glue it onto a full piece of sky blue
paper.
2. Cut triangles out of paper and cut off the top tips. We used light brown paper for our Tepee's.
3. Decorate your Tepee's with markers, crayons or other embellishments.

4. Turn your Teepee's over and glue 3 toothpicks on the back of each one. One toothpick on either side
and one in the middle.
5. Glue your Tepee's all over your grass to make your village.
6. To finish off your collage cut out a yellow sun and pull apart some cotton ball clouds to glue onto
your paper.

Ancient Petroglyphs
Have the kids make their own Ancient Petroglyphs. Petroglyphs are rock carvings done in prehistoric
times are are found all over the world! The most Petroglyphs can be found in South Western North
America, Australia, Africa, Scandinavia, and Siberia.

Ages: 4 and Up

Here's what you'll need...
•
•
•
•

White crayon
White paper
Rock colored paint
Paint brush (large is best)
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Here's how to make it...
1.
On a piece of white paper draw your petroglyph with the white crayon. People and
animals were always a big focus in petroglyphs. Think about the types of animals
that live in the region you are drawing.
2. Paint over top of your crayon drawing. The wax in the crayon will not absorb the paint so it will show
through. Brush on the paint, and keep brushing until your paint brush seems dry, keep brushing over
top of the crayon. It is important to not put thick paint on top of your petroglyph, or it won't show
through!

Clothespin Horse
This Clothespin Horse is a super fun and easy horse craft for kids made with our printable template.
Add some simple embellishments and you've got yourself one cute horse that stands on his own!

Ages: 3 and Up

Here's what you'll need...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horse Template*
Brown construction paper
Glue
2 clothespins
brown yarn
Google eyes

* Instructions for template: The template is a pdf, sent as a separate attachment. Or, you can go to busybeekidscrafts.com

Here's how you make it...
1.
Print out your horse on brown construction paper and cut it out. You can also print it
on heavy white paper and color it.
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2. Cut small strips of yarn and glue them along the horses neck for the mane. Cut a
few longer strips and glue them on for the tail.
3. Attach your clothespin legs and glue on a google eye on either side of your horse
and you're done!

Games: (From www.kids-party-paradise.com)
ROPE THE CALF - Divide guests into two teams. Prepare two 2 liter bottles filled with sand in advance,
and place one about three feet in front of each team.
Give the first child in each line a loop of rope to lasso the bottle of sand. The first team to lasso the
"calf" wins. Variation: Each child who is able to lasso the calf wins a piece of candy.
TEN GALLON TOSS - Position a tension rod from a doorway. A tree or swing set outside will work even
better. Hang a rope with a loop in it from the bar and position children 3-4 feet away. Each child gets
three tries to toss a felt cowboy hat through the loop like a frisbee. It's harder than it
sounds!

PASS THE LASSO - Divide guests into two teams, facing forward. Each person gets a
plastic straw, and the first person in each line gets a pretzel. Everyone puts the straws in their mouths,
and the first person puts the pretzel on their straw and passes it to the next person in line. The object
is to pass the pretzel from person to person using only the straw - no hands. The first team to pass
their pretzel "lasso" to the end of the line wins.

~ Cowboy Party Games for Wild West Party ~

**Rowdiest Cowboy Party Games**
BUCKING BRONCOS - This cowboy party game is best played outdoors, so that you have more room
for your bucking broncos to run. Divide your guests into two teams and line them up next to each
other. Place an object about 25 feet away that the players must gallop to, around, and back.
When the game begins, the first person in each line becomes the horse and carries the second person
on his or her back around the "corral". When horse and rider return to the team, the rider becomes the
horse for the third person in line, etc. The game continues until every player has "ridden" a "bronco"
around the corral. (This means the first person in line, who was the first horse, must carry the last
person in line around the track to complete the relay.) The team who finishes first, wins!
SHOOTOUT - Children line up into two teams behind the starting line. Across the room, or
about twenty paces away if outside, is a chair with these items on it: Cowboy hat, cowboy
boots and play holster with gun. Before the party, glue a large picture of a cowboy on poster
board and attach it to the chair back.
At the starting signal, the first child on each team runs to the chair, puts on the hat, boots
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and holster, draws the gun, points it at the chair and shouts "Bang Bang, I Gotcha!". They then take off
the hat, boots and holster and run back to tag the next person in line. Each person repeats these
actions until all have had a turn. The team who finishes first is the winner.
ROUND UP THE HERD - For this game you will need two brooms, a long string to mark your course,
six balloons (and a few extra in case any should pop). Set up an obstacle course in your party area
using boxes, chairs, bushes, trees, etc. Mark the path of your obstacle course with string. Divide your
party guests into two teams and line up both teams at the starting line.
Give the first person in each line a broom and three balloons. (Be sure to use different colored balloons
for each team). They must use the broom to herd their wild ponies (balloons) through the course. Each
player must herd their balloons through the entire course to complete their turn. The first team to finish
the course, wins! If a balloon pops during a player's turn, he or she must take a new balloon to the
starting line and begin again.
HOGTIED - Divide guests into two teams of four or more players. The teams line up and face each
other. The first player on each team is given a ball of string. At the starting signal, the first player
hands the ball of string to the next person in line, while holding onto the end of the string. The ball is
then unwound a little more and passed to the third player, and so on, unrolling as it goes.
When the ball of string gets to the end of the line, the last player passes it behind his back and back up
the line again. This is repeated until the whole ball is used up. The first team to finish is the winner.
Continue this cowboy party game by having an untying relay, with the first team to untie itself the
winner!
TENDERFOOT - Guests stand in a circle around the adult leader, who holds a long pole or broomstick.
The leader swings the stick around the circle of children, sometimes low (just a few inches off the
ground), and sometimes high ( a few feet off the ground). Children are instructed to jump over the
stick or scoot under it, but they cannot let it touch them. The leader can even change the direction of
their swing to confuse players. Last one left standing is the winner.

~ Cowboy Party Games for Wild West Party ~

**Tamest Cowboy Party Games**
BRAND THE CALF - Draw a picture of a calf on a poster board. You might find one in a child's coloring
or picture book. Mark an X on the calf's hindquarters. Blindfold each child, spin him around, and then
have him mark his brand (initials) on the calf with a crayon. The child who comes closes to the X is the
winner.
Variation: Pin the badge on the sheriff, pin the tail on the horse
CAMPFIRE CAPERS - Guests sit in a "campfire" circle while the child who is "It" walks around the
outside with a cowboy hat in hand. When ready, he drops the hat onto the head of one of the children
in the circle. That child must jump up, keeping the hat on, and catch him before he runs around the
circle and sits in the child's place. If he can't catch the hat-dropper, or drops the hat in his pursuit of
him, he becomes "It".
NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK - Spread a large tarp on the ground. Pull apart a bale of hay and spread a it
all over the tarp, hiding wrapped candy and small toys in the hay as you go. Let kids loose to find the
hidden treasure, starting with the youngest guests.
SNAKEBITE - Fill a small plastic container (film canister or prescription bottle) with dried
beans or beads. Tie in an old sock stuffed with newspaper or plastic bags. Add button
eyes and decorate your "rattlesnake". Guests sit in a circle and pass the "rattler" while
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snippets of western music are played. The player holding the rattler when the music stops (the one who
is "bitten") is out. The last player left is the winner.

~ Cowboy Party Games for Wild West Party ~

**Classic Cowboy Party Games**
HORSESHOES - If you don't have your own horseshoe pit for this cowboy party game,
glue a wooden dowel to a flat piece of wood and let party guests try to ring the dowel with
pretzels.
SACK RACES - Divide guests into two teams and give each a burlap sack. Players must
race to designated point in the sack and return, passing off the sack to the next team
member. The first team to finish wins.
GOLD RUSH - Scatter gold foil-wrapped coins or pennies around the party area. Make some harder to
find than others. Let your little cowboys loose to mine for gold. They get to keep what they find.

(from thethomasranch.com: )

Showdown at High Noon:
Showdown at High Noon is a game that consists of using squirt guns and a ten pace quick draw. Line up two
teams, back to back. Have one adult as the Sheriff (referee). Have the Sheriff count off the ten paces. As soon
as the Sheriff says “Ten,” everyone turns around and draws, pointing at someone (be sure the kids know they
can point at anyone). Imagine 10 kids on each side, someone is pointing at someone. The Sheriff goes
through and whoever is being pointed at is out. This game continues until there are only two people left. Both
of them are the Winner.
Things needed:
1. Squirt Guns

Snake in my Boots:
Snake in my Boots is a fun little game. Its simplicity is what makes this a fun and exciting game. Take and
pace off 6-10 paces (less for smaller children and more for older ones) and mark your spot. Place the
Cowboy Boots (use only the stiff shaft ones, or else they will fold over) at the beginning of your pace count
and the kids at the other end. Each child gets a chance to throw a Snake in my Boots. Make sure that you have
something for them to win, plus all the kids get to keep their small Snake.
Things needed:
1. Pair Cowboy Boots
2. Rubber Snakes (use the small ones)
3. 2 or more kids (adults can play too)

Boot Toss:
Boot Toss was a game that was made up by The Thomas Ranch. This game uses two Hoola Hoops (which
you can buy at most any retail store), and an old pair of Cowboy Boots. Divide the group into two, Sheriffs
and Cowboys, pace off ten paces and have the kids toss the Cowboy Boots at each Hoola Hoop. The team
12

who has the most boots inside the Hoola Hoops wins. Have prizes for the winners.
Things needed:
1. Pair of Cowboy Boots
2. Set of Hula Hoops

The United States Flag
Catalina Council
The flag of the United States is one of the oldest national standards in the world.
General George Washington first raised the Continental Army flag in 1776, a red-and-white striped flag
with the British Union Jack where we now have stars.

Several flag designs with 13 stripes were used in 1776 and 1777, until Congress established an official
design on June 14, 1777 — now observed as Flag Day. The act stated, “That the Flag of the thirteen
United States be thirteen stripes, alternate red and white, that the union be thirteen stars, white in a blue
field, representing a new constellation.”
Washington explained it this way: “We take the stars from heaven, the red from our mother country,
separating it by white stripes, thus showing that we have separated from her, and the white stripes shall
go down to posterity representing liberty.”
The First Flag:
Catalina Council

No records confirm who designed the original Stars and Stripes, but historians believe Francis
Hopkinson, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, probably modified the unofficial
Continental flag into the design we now have.
The State Navy Board of Pennsylvania, on May 29, 1777, commissioned Betsy Ross to sew flags for
Navy vessels. Legend credits Ross with having sewn the first flag to meet the specifications outlined by
Congress, while changing the stars from six points to five to speed her work. (See how to cut a five
pointed star in one snip under "Pack and den Activities.")
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The flag was first carried in battle at Brandywine, Pa., in September 1777. It first flew over foreign
territory in early 1778, at Nassau, Bahama Islands, where Americans captured a fort from the British.
After Vermont and Kentucky became states in the 1790s, Congress approved adding two more stars and
two more stripes to the group that represented the original 13 colonies, now states.

This was the Star Spangled Banner” of which Francis Scott Key wrote in 1814. 1818 Law Sets Final
Form
As other states entered the Union, it became obvious that stripes could not be added continually, so in
1818 Congress reestablished the 13-stripe flag for the original 13 colonies and allowed for additional
stars for new states.
The law specified that stripes should be horizontal, alternately red and white, and the union, or canton,
should display 20 stars for the states then in the union. But it did not specify color shades or arrangement
of the stars, and wide variation persisted.
During the Civil War, gold stars were more common than white and the stars sometimes appeared in a
circle.
The first time the Stars and Stripes flew in a Flag Day celebration was in Hartford, Conn., 1861, the first
summer of the Civil War. In the late 1800s, schools held Flag Day programs to contribute to the
Americanization of immigrant children, and the observance caught on with individual communities. As a
patriotic custom, the Stars and Stripes still flies in front of schools when classes are in session.
In 1916, the president proclaimed a nationwide observance of Flag Day, but it was not until 1949 that
Congress voted for Flag Day to be a permanent holiday. When the 49th and 50th stars were added in 1959
and 1960, the standards of design became even more precise. The regulated design calls for seven red and
six white stripes, with the red stripes at top and bottom.
The union of navy blue fills the upper left quarter from the top to the lower edge of the fourth red stripe.
The stars have one point up and are in nine horizontal rows. The odd-numbered rows have six stars. The
even-numbered rows have five stars, centered diagonally between the stars in the longer rows.
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*For more great patriotic ideas for July, check out Baloo’s Bugle: www.usscouts.org under July 2010,
Celebrate Freedom or Nov. 2009, Cub Scout Salute or other past editions.
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